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 link this is a lot of files Hi emmanuel_: that is the question. is it the ubuntu-programs? or the steam games? or games you
bought from the ubuntu store? I dont know what youre asking but I know I shouldnt have to do this emmanuel_: so you want to
install and run games from ubuntu? but dont know how? because I have a mac and they work fine no, I want to install steam on
ubuntu emmanuel_: ok, then the games need to be steam games. or other ubuntu programs i know, and that is the problem so I
want steam on ubuntu I have a problem with my sound. i found this tutorial emmanuel_: steam works with wine and i just put

that in and it works !wine | emmanuel_ emmanuel_: WINE is a compatibility layer for running Windows programs on
GNU/Linux - More information: - Search the!AppDB for application compatibility ratings - Join #winehq for application help -
See!virtualizers for running Windows (or another OS) inside Ubuntu k1l_: i installed the proprietary driver that bumblebee and i
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am now starting the system with a Xorg -configure, it said could not connect to x server and after that i still cant startx. when
starting the system i get the blue screen of death. i want to install steam on ubuntu k1l_: i got it working not wine i dont want

wine k1l_: in that case emmanuel_: are you really that lazy that you dont look what programs you have to get? yes i have wine,
and everything works fine When I press the little 82157476af
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